DSP Pursebag w/ Notecards

My version is made using the free hostess 6” x 6” DSP but 12” x 12” can be used as well
Supplies:

4 pieces of 6”x 6” Designer Series Paper (DSP) OR
1 full sheet Designer Series Paper (DSP) (12” x 12”)
6 SU! Notecards w/ Envelopes (2-1/2” x 5”)
1 2-1/2” x 5” piece of coordinating cardstock
2-3 sheets of coordinating cardstock (and additional DSP)
12” Paper Cutter w/ both cutting and scoring blades
Sticky Strip, Snail Adhesive, Dimensionals
Punches: SU! border (your choice), 2-3/8” Scallop Circle,
1-3/4” Circle Extra Large,Word Window, Modern Label
Top Note die, Square Lattice TIEF
Assorted Stamps, Stamp Pads
4 Jumbo Eyelets, 8 Mini brads, 1 Antique brad, Ribbon
Crop-a-Dile

Directions:

Step 1: Cut the 12” x 12” piece of DSP OR the 4 pieces of 6” x 6” DSP as shown in the diagrams below:
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Step 2: Place Sticky Strip along the bottom (6”) edge
of one of the 5-1/2” x 6” pieces of DSP. Do the same
for the other 5-1/2” x 6” piece but also put strips along
sides.
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Cut 2 sheets at one time
(these will be the
5”-1/2” x 6” pieces
for the pursebag)
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Cut 2 sheets at one time
(will give you a total of 6
pieces for the cards)

Step 3: Cut two 1” x 6” strips of coordinating cardstock
and use a Border punch along one edge of each strip. Place
Sticky Strip along entire length of the trim and adhere to
the bottom (6”) edge of each of DSP.
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Step 4: Cut 2 pieces of cardstock with the Top Note Die and then emboss each piece with the Square Lattice Textured Impressions Embossing Folder. Fold each Top Note piece in 1/2 and then adhere to the tops of each of the
5-1/2” x 6” pieces of DSP. Punch holes for the Jumbo eyelets using the larger holes of the Crop-a-Dile, insert eyelets
and then press to close the backs.
Step 5: Score the 2-1/2” x 5” square piece of cardstock at 1/2” on all four sides. Make a cut from the outside edge to
the inner score mark on the 2 opposite sides. Fold the flaps up and use sticky strip to assemble the base of bag.
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Step 6: Take the 5-1/2” x 6” piece of DSP that only has the Sticky Strip across one edge and adhere along the longer
edge of the bag base (try to center the piece so it wraps evenly around each side section). Take the other 5-1/2” x 6” piece
of DSP and do the same on the other side and overlap the 1st piece along the sides.

Step 7: Insert ribbons into eyelets and tie knots in ends to form handles. Your bag is now complete!! (If desired, embellish bag with a flower. I used the 2-3/8” Scallop Circle pieces to punch 8 layers out of additional DSP and then made
short cuts between every other scallop, crinkled each piece, flatten & layer pieces. Punch a hole in one of the top note die
sides and attach the stacked flower pieces with an antique brad.)
Step 8: Embellish notecards using the other cut pieces of DSP (layered on four 3-1/4” x 4-3/4” and two 1-3/4” x 5”
pieces of coordinating cardstock). Stamp images on white cardstock and punch with 1-3/4” circle punch (and layer on
2-3/8” scallop circle pieces). Stamp words and punch with Word Window punch (and layer on Modern Label punched
cardstock). Place the completed cards and envelopes in the pursebag and you have a great gift item!
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